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Perhaps the most significant contribution of the book to the ... Because the excretion half-
lifestyle of Supplement C is around 30 minutes, that 70mM/L only represents the quantity of
Vitamin C recycled by the kidneys. As Hickey and Roberts explain, this 70mM/L may be the
residual Vitamin C in the plasma 24 hours after ingestion of a single dose of Supplement C.
Perhaps the most important contribution of this book to the Vitamin C controversy is the critique
of the NIH discovering that body saturation of Vitamin C can be achieved with an individual, 200
mg dose a day, producing a plasma level of 70 mM/L (micromole/liter). to aviod the
developments of scurvy - and pharmacological, or megadoses, that may be used to treat
advanced conditions."Instead, Hickey and Roberts introduce the "Dynamic Movement Model," in
which the continual (every 2 hours?) ingestion of 1 1 or 2 2 grams of Vitamin C can produce a
plasma degree of around 220 mM/L. That is apparently the utmost or saturated plasma degree
of Vitamin C with oral ingestion of regular Vitamin C. Elegant and balanced book Books that
discuss unconventional remedies often confront allopathic medication and accuse it of
conspiracy against the health of humanity. Strongly suggested. I keep reading and learning. The
facts regarding vitamin C are offered in a good and ethical method. There is absolutely no
unjustified claims, only well researched details.!The authors are concentrating on application of
ascorbate in "big three": infections, atherosclerosis and cancer, their prevention and treatment.
My primary interest was the info on cancer treatment using ascorbate as an adjunct therapy.That
is among those "internet" impressions that is gaining credibility without proof and even
excellent authors such as Hickey are actually duped / supporting / quoting it as the reality
without any evidence at all. A fairly up to date publication which discusses how ascorbate works
to improve the bodys' disease fighting capability. I was astonished to get the following
statement, following NIH, from the Pauling Institute, "[Supplement C] reaches a steady-state
concentration (60 to 80 micromoles/L) at doses of 200 to 400 mg/day in healthy young adults. I
browse most books once.I am a medical doctor, and enjoyed reading this reserve. It is well
written and would be interesting for wide target audience. I agree that vitamin C may have the
potential for treatment of several medical conditions and there must be more research on it.
Informative!I, nevertheless, was pleasantly surprised by this book.. I keep reading and learning.
Great gift for the holistic doctor in your daily life. Interesting and valuable details. Excellent
book on Ascorbate!. Very important "have to know" information! This book is a superb overview
of the science of vitamin C and its use in medicine. Pharmacokinetics and toxicity of ascorbate is
also well discussed. Essential read! Only 4 celebrities therefore as this undermines his
credibility.. Informative !e. They present biochemical basis for the actions of ascorbate in each
one of these conditions, then results of animal experiments, accompanied by data from human
being trials. Excellent references and summary of Vitamin C studies - apart from one reference
Great book - the just minor problem is the constant reference to Liposomal Vitamin C - without
any references whatsover and includes a silly "scientific" paper on Livon lab's website -
comprising only 2 subjects and no demonstration of the efficacy of this type of vitamin C
despite having their very own so called effects. Am I the only one that has looked at this paper
instead of become duped by the apparently latest/greatest so called discovery? They attract
very distinct line between your dosses needed for nutritional supplementation - i. highly
recommended it might save your life very in dept debate an the workings of Supplement C a
economically audio way to keep you and yours out of harms wayfrom you supplement junky A
fairly updated book which discusses how ascorbate . The definitive book on ascorbic acid I
should say it is the definitive publication on ascorbic acid not written by Linus Pauling. Dr Hickey
totally out does himself with a thorough scientific explanation of vitamin C that is also



extremely easy to understand. The true gem in this reserve is the intro to the "Dynamic
Movement" model. In essence, he discusses how C used one large dose each day is not as
effectual as acquiring multiple divided doses. Beyond that, there are also many other useful
items of information for the patient and practitioner alike. This is a fantastic reserve and it will
dispel many myths and urban legends about supplement C and present the reader just how
important this existence giving vitamin is. The topic of vitamin C is controversial and will easily
be converted into the same old fight between the therefore known as medical establishment
and progressive allopaths. Excellent Book!!! A must read!!! This book is an excellent overview of
the science of vitamin C and its own . There are more than five hundred references at the end of
the text.! I've read this one twice.!.!! Five Stars A must read
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